Absfract-Traditional multiuser receiver algorithms developed for multiple-input multiple-output W O ) wireless communication systems are based on the assumption that the channel state infomation (CSO is precisely known at the receiver. However, in practical situations the exact CSI is never available. In this paper, we address the problem of robustness of multi-access space-time block-coded MIMO systems against imperfect CSI. We propose a new linear receiver which guarantees the robustness against CSI errors with a certain selected probability. The proposed reeeiver has a form of a probability-constrained optimization problem, which can he simplified to a convex nonlinear programming (NLP) problem based on the observation that the CSI mismatch is Gaussian. The later problem can be efficiently solved using standard optimization methods. Numerical simulations demonstrate the robustness of the proposed receiver against CSI errors.
I. INTRODUCTION
In uplink cellular communications with multiple receiver antennas at the base station (BS), spatial diversity techniques can be employed to enhance the system capacity. Additionally, if mobile users also have multiple antennas, space-time block codes (STBCs) can be used to improve the immunity to fading [l] , [2] . Application of space-lime block-coded MIMO wireless systems in the multi-access scenario gained recently a significant interest [3] , [4] .
Both linear and nonlinear receiver algorithms for multiaccess MIMO systems have been recently proposed in the literature. Although linear techniques such as zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean-square-error (MMSE) receivers are suboptimal, they recently gained much interest due to their low computational complexity. Unfortunately, both the ZF and MMSE receivers require perfect knowledge of the CSI. However, the exact CSI is never available, because of channel estimation errors or outdated training. As a consequence, the performance of the ZF and MMSE receivers may degrade severely. Therefore, linear receivers robust against imperfect CSI are of interest. In this paper, we design a linear receiver for multi-access space-time block-coded MIMO systems that is robust against CSI errors.
Recently, several works have addressed the problem of robust linear receiver design. For example, the diagonal loading (DL) minimum variance approach is used in [4] to provide robustness against both the CSI and data covariance matrix mismatches. However, the selection of the DL factor in [4] is ad hoc. Moreover, the performance of such receiver still significantly depends on how accurate the CSI is. The latter problem is addressed in [5] by optimizing the worstcase performance of the receiver. However, ihis strategy may he too pessimistic and, therefore, may lead to unnecessary performance degradation. In this paper, we design a linear receiver which guarantees the robustness against CSI errors with a certain selected probability. The mathematical formulation of the receiver design problem is equivalent to the probability-constrained stochastic optimization problem [61, [7] . The solution to this problem is obtained by converting it into the corresponding deterministic nonlinear programming (NLP) problem [SI, which can be efficiently solved using standard optimization software tools.
MULTI-ACCESS MIMO LINEAR RECEIVERS
In this section, we review the models for point-to-point and multi-access space-time block-coded MIMO wireless systems.
The latter one is used for the problem formulation of multiaccess MIMO linear receiver design.
A. Point-to-Point Space-Time Block-Coded MIMO System
The point-to-point MIMO model can he written as [9] 
where Y is the T x M complex matrix of the received data, X is the T x N complex matrix of the transmitted data, H is the N x &I complex matrix of quasi-static Rayleigh flatfading channel whose coherence time is assumed to be longer than T , N is the T x M complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the receiver, N is the number of transmit antennas, &I is the number of receive antennas, and T is the data block length. then the matrix X has the following structure [9] , [IO] -,
Another popular linear receiver is the MMSE receiver. Its In the uplink multi-access case, the model ( 3 ) can be Here, F is the number of users.
C. Multi-Access MIMO Linear Receivers
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the first user is the desired one. The data vector -SI decoded by a linear receiver has the following form [4]
where W = [ w l , . . . , w~~] is the 2 A l T x 2K real matrix of weight coefficients. Consequently, the k-th symbol of the desired user is estimated as
-uk} (9) where E{.} is the statistical expectation, E{Y . uk} is the cross-correlation vector between the information-bearing symbol [ s l ] k and the received vector x, and
is the covariance matrix of received real (vectorized) data. Although the MMSE receiver (9) does not use any CSI knowledge in an explicit form, it requires the knowledge of second-order statistics (SOSs) of signals, which may not be available at the BS and, therefore, must be estimated using sample data. As a result, the performance of the MMSE receiver highly depends on the accuracy of the estimates of R and E{Y. [&}. In order to obtain accurate estimates of the required SOSs, a large number of samples has to be available. Therefore, the performance of the MMSE receiver using the sample data may degrade substantially due to inaccurate estimates of SOSs.
More accurate estimates of the required SOSs can be obtained if the knowledge of approximate CSI, transmit powers of all users, and noise power is available at the BS. Then the estimates are given by where A, and a l , k denote the estimated values of Af and al+, respectively, and U; and U; are the signal power of the fth user and the noise power, respectively. Note that U; and U; are assumed to be known. As the ZF receiver, the MMSE receiver is quite sensitive to CSI errors.
DESIGN OF ROBUST LINEAR RECEIVER VIA STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING

A. Problem Formulation
Let us consider the error matrix Ef = Hf -Hf between the tme channel matrix Hf of the fth user and its estimated value 8,. Consequently, using the notations of model ( 5 ) we can write that = w;y + jW;+Ky.
where ef,,, is the random mismatch vector between the true af,n and its estimate af,p. Note, that the last equality in (12) follows from the linearity of underline operator (4). The linear receiver design problem is to estimate each enuy of s1 by minimizing the noise and total interference power wh% keeping the distonionless response for this entry of -sl.
The problem now is to find such matrix W which separates the signals from different users. The well-known solution for this problem is given by the ZF receiver [Ill, provided that exact CSI is available at BS. The receiver coefficient vector can be then written as
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The total interference power consists of the power from multiaccess infe$erence, which is caused by other users, and se/$ interference, which is caused by other entries of si. In order to provide the robustness of the linear receiver Gainst CSI mismatches, it is necessary to take into account the mismatch vector ef,, (121, i.e is the ( 2 F K -1) x 1 vector whose values limit the contribution of multi-access interference and self-interference, p is a certain probability value which is selected according to the quality of service (QoS) requirements, 11 11 denotes for Frobenius (Euclidian) norm of a matrix (vector), and P{.} stands for the the probability operator whose form is assumed to be known.
The probability hound p can be selected from the interval (0, 1] and it determines am amount of mismatch that is allowed at the receiver. If p = 1 then the receiver does not assume any channel errors (this corresponds to the non-robust design case).
In the formulation (13)-(16), we minimize the total interference power with a certain probability while keeping the probability of the distortionless response to the desired entry of 2 larger than p (see the constraint (14)). The constraints (15) and (16) are formulated for self-interference and multiaccess interference suppression, correspondingly. In (13)-( 16), we do not consider explicitly the noise component due to the following reasons. First, for multi-access scenarios the interference suppression is more important than the noise suppression. Second, the effect of noise is implicitly taken into account by introducing CSI mismatch. We also stress that the problem (13)-(16) belongs to the class of stochastic programming problems 161, 171.
B. Convexity of the Problem (13)-(16)
We assume that the channel mismatch Ef is Gaussian. The justification of this assumption is that in MIMO wireless communication systems, if nothing is known a priori about the channel, the optimal training sequences are orthogonal. It can he proven that for orthogonal training sequences the CSI errors are Gaussian [121. (13) is a simple vector norm that is obviously convex.
Next, we show that the constraint (14) is also convex. Applying the underline operator (4) to (12) (14) , after some straightforward manipulations, we obtain the following constraint that is convex if p E (0.5,l).
The constraints (15) and (16) share the same structure. rewrite the stochastic programming problem (13)- (16) 
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( 3 2 ) stochastic programming literature [6] , [7] . Now it is sufficient to prove the convexity of only one constraint from 2 K -1 such constraints. To he consistent with the notations used in Theorem I , let us denote Then, the jth constraint can be equivalently written as f = 2 , . . . , F , q = 1 ; . . , 2 K .
Note that although the problems (13)- (16) and (30)- (33) As the vectors v and -v have joint Gaussian distribution with the common covariance matrix U 2 2 we can see that Theorem 1 can be applied. Thus, the convexity of the constraints (15) and (16) 
C. Nonlinear Programming Approach
Similarly to the Constraint (14). the stochastic constraints (15) and (16) [8] . The computational complexity of solving QP subproblem using, for example, the primal-dual potential reduction method is 0(A4'-5T4.5 1151.
Overall complexity of the SQP algorithm depends on the number of iterations, which varies depending on prohlemspecific parameters and the given hatch of data. The SQP algorithm has been implemented, for example, in TOMLAB software package [14] , which can be applied to solve the problem (30)-(33).
IV. SIMULATIONS
In OUI simulations, we assume an uplink cellular communication scenario with multiple users and N = 2 antennas per user. The Alamouti code [I] is employed and the QPSK modulation scheme is used. The MIMO channel, between the fth user and BS is assumed to he quasi-static Rayleigh flat fading with [Hf]n,m -CN(0,l). The channel mismatch Ef is assumed to he independent of Hf with the distribution -CN(0,o; ). Then the CSI mismatch level for channel Hf is characterized by the parameter O h . Throughout the simulations, we assume that U h = 113. The interferenceto-noise-ratio (INR) is set to he equal to 5 dB.
Five methods are compared in terms of the symbol error rate (SER): the proposed method (30)-(33), the ZF receiver (8) , the exact MMSE receiver (9)-(1l), the sample MMSE receiver, and the diagonally loaded sample MMSE receiver. Note that the exact MMSE receiver has the perfect knowledge of the user and noise powers and is based on (IO) and (II), whereas the sample MMSE receiver estimates the matrix R where U is the DL factor. Two values of v = lOu2 and = 50u: have been used for the DL sample MMSE receiver. The probability p in the proposed robust methods is set to be equal to 0.95 and 300 Monte Carlo tuns are used to obtain each simulated point.
In our first example, we simulate the scenario with F = 2 users and A4 = 2 receive antennas at the BS. Figure I compares the SERs of the five receivers tested versus the SNR.
In our second example, the scenario with F = 4 users and A4 = 4 receive antennas at the BS is considered. Figure 2 displays the SERs of the five receivers tested versus the SNR.
Our simulation figures clearly demonstrate that in both examples, the proposed robust receiver consistently enjoys the best performance among all the methods tested. The performance improvement is especially pronounced at high SNRs.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A robust linear receiver for multi-access space-time blockcoded MIMO wireless systems has been proposed. Our receiver provides the robustness against CSI errors with a certain selected probability, which can be determined according to a given QoS. The design of the robust receiver boils down to solving the stochastic optimization problem with probability constraints. The implementation of the receiver is based on converting the original stochastic programming problem into the mathematically equivalent deterministic NLP problem if 
